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Abstract: Alberto Fujimori, Peruvian ex-president and perpetrator of human rights violations, was released from prison due to a presidential pardon in 2017. He was also granted immunity from prosecution. Although the political branches and the majority of the population supported these measures, as shown by public opinion polls, within months domestic courts overturned them completely relying on standards set by the Inter-American Court of Human Rights. This is the most unlikely result comparatively. The article examines what could explain this pro human rights accountability behaviour in the judiciary. It argues that the outcome could be the product of two processes initialised during the Peruvian transition: judicial empowerment (independence and power gains) and legal culture shift from positivism to neo-constitutionalism. Both are defined and analysed with reference to transitional justice and socio-legal studies scholarship. The article further
seeks to identify the conditions under which Inter-American Conventionality Control Doctrine could have a strong domestic impact.
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**Resumen:** El expresidente peruano Alberto Fujimori, condenado por graves crímenes contra los derechos humanos, fue liberado de prisión mediante un indulto presidencial en el año 2017. También se le otorgó el derecho de gracia respecto a otros procesos en curso. Estas medidas contaron con respaldo político y apoyo popular mayoritario, según las encuestas de opinión pública de la época. No obstante, en pocos meses, el Poder Judicial peruano las inaplicó basándose en los estándares fijados por la Corte Interamericana de Derechos Humanos. Fujimori fue arrestado y devuelto a la cárcel. Comparativamente, este resultado es singular. El artículo busca entender qué podría explicar el comportamiento resuelto a favor de los derechos humanos de los jueces peruanos que participaron en estas decisiones. Argumenta que éste podría responder a dos procesos iniciados en la transición democrática del año 2000: empoderamiento judicial (aumento de independencia y poderes de los jueces) y un cambio en la cultural jurídica del positivismo al neoconstitucionalismo. Ambos procesos son definidos y analizados con referencia a doctrina destacada de los campos de la justicia transicional y los estudios sociojurídicos. Adicionalmente, el artículo busca contribuir a identificar las condiciones bajo las cuales el control de convencionalidad interamericano puede llegar a tener un impacto decisivo.
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I. INTRODUCTION

On Christmas Eve 2017, Peruvians received an unexpected and, for many, unwanted present from the government. President Pedro Pablo Kuczynski announced through a brief press release that he had granted a «humanitarian» pardon to former dictator Alberto Fujimori citing health problems (Presidencia de la República, 2017). The measure released him from prison with immediate effect after serving 12 years of a 25-year sentence for human rights crimes (Table 1). It also granted him immunity (derecho de gracia) from prosecution in ongoing trials (Resolución Suprema N° 281-2017-JUS, 2017).

Fujimori was not an ordinary inmate. In 2009 he became the first democratically elected former head of state tried and condemned in his own country for crimes against humanity (Table 1). The ruling was widely praised by human rights organisations, observers, and scholars around the world for its fairness, transparency, thoroughness, analytical soundness, and contribution to the field of human rights. Some of the highlights of the decision were its use of international law, evaluation of circumstantial evidence, and assessment of the responsibility of high officials (Burt, 2009, p. 397, 401; 2018, p. 13; Ambos, 2011; Skaar, 2011, p. 1; Root, 2012, p. 121-124).

Furthermore, one of the criminal cases brought against Fujimori that led to his conviction was none other than the Barrios Altos massacre. A case subject of a landmark decision by the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (IACtHR) —described as a «game-changer»—, that set the anti-impunity norm that has since governed the region1, deeming amnesties for grave human rights abuses as contrary to the American Convention on Human Rights (ACHR) (Barrios Altos v. Peru, 2001; Root, 2012, p. 169-170; Burt, 2018, p. 89).

Not surprisingly then, the pardon caused great controversy. The outcry of victims’ families was accompanied by thousands of Peruvians taking to the streets in five days of protests; government officials resigned from their posts (notably, ministers Basombrío, Nieto, and Del Solar) and also from Kuczynski’s party benches (congresspersons De Belaunde, Zevallos, Costa); a damning Ombudsperson report was released; and domestic

---

1 It is beyond the scope of this article to review the evolution of IACtHR’s amnesty doctrine. A good summary can be found in Gurmendi (2017). For a more in-depth analysis, see: Mallinder (2016) and Engle (2016).

Yet, the pardon had robust support. Public opinion polls taken before and after the decision showed that most Peruvians believed that Fujimori deserved a humanitarian pardon. A month before its announcement, 65% of Peruvians was in favour and 31% was against the pardon; after the announcement, 56% of the public was in favour and 40% was against (IPSOS, 2018). Similar support was recorded by other pollsters (GFK, 2017; DATUM, 2018). Public preference for seeing Fujimori’s release had been consistent in the years prior to the decision, which is arguably attributable in part to the perception that he was seriously sick, in contrast to earlier measurements closer to his conviction (IPSOS, 2017; El Comercio, 2018a; Burt, 2011b). Moreover, Fujimorismo was largely in control of the unicameral Congress. Fuerza Popular the party founded by Fujimori’s offspring to, among other goals, fight for his freedom, held 73 of the 130 seats (Prensa Libre, 2008).

However, neither the force of the political branches nor popular support for the pardon were enough to sustain it. In February 2018, nearly two months after the pardon, Fujimori was ordered to stand trial for new charges of human rights violations in the case of the Pativilca massacre. Furthermore, in October 2018, less than nine months after the pardon, Fujimori was ordered to return to prison and serve the remaining years of his term. What happened? Following the victims’ challenges, two different domestic courts ruled that the immunity and pardon of Alberto Fujimori were unconstitutional and violated ACHR. The judiciary was thus able to circumvent politics and overturn the decision. By January 2019, after a long stay in a private clinic, Fujimori was sitting again in his cell in Lima (El Comercio, 2019).

This article seeks to explain the successful outcome of the victims’ challenge. Why did the Peruvian courts held the anti-impunity line so boldly in face of the legal obstacle posed by Fujimori’s immunity and pardon and, arguably, a political climate unfavourable to seeking justice for past human rights violations?

Of the various the dimensions of transitional justice —the judicial and non-judicial measures implemented to deal with past grave human rights violations (Burt, 2018, p. vii; Abrão & Torelly, 2012, p. 153)—, this article focuses on justice and, particularly, the challenge to an impunity measure that prevented and undermined criminal trials in relation to Fujimori. Other dimensions will also factor into my analysis according to their connection to my inquiry’s main question. In particular, my
analysis emphasises empowered, receptive, and willing judges as the key actors in challenging impunity.

The case of Fujimori’s immunity and pardon is of interest, as a barrier to justice was completely overturned. This is the most unlikely scenario comparatively (Payne, Lessa & Pereira, 2015, p. 737; Lessa, Olsen, Payne, Pereira & Reiter, 2014b, p. 117), where «the vast majority of past amnesties remain in effect» (Mallinder, 2016, p. 673). Also, the speed of the process is singular. Whilst Peru was successful in a matter of months, in Argentina it took courts more than 15 years to quash the pardon of Jorge Rafael Videla granted by Carlos Menem (Engstrom & Pereira, 2012, p. 117). Finally, it is intriguing that a judiciary, long considered non-responsive and the «weakest branch» (Finkel, 2008, p. 6), was able to successfully defy the other branches of government and public opinion. To a certain degree, the overturning of the immunity and pardon challenges the claim that the «accountability agenda is vulnerable to shifts in the political winds» (Burt, 2011a, p. 309).

The «relatively understudied» (Burt, 2018, p. 3-4) Peruvian transitional justice experience is in many ways unique but can inform our understanding on certain human rights issues. Specifically, the case of Fujimori’s immunity and pardon could be indicative under which conditions domestic judiciaries can assert themselves in hostile environments and play a key role in human rights accountability. Also, by offering a closer examination of the interaction of the Judicial Branch with the Inter-American System of Human Rights, this article analyses the «impact beyond compliance» effect of the system and its capacity to produce positive human rights outcomes in the region (Engstrom, 2019, p. 4-8). In the case of Peru, this effect manifested itself in the empowerment of some judges and a shift in their legal culture.

As it will be shown, the Inter-American Conventionality Control Doctrine (control de convencionalidad) was instrumental in the overturn of the immunity and pardon. This ambitious jurisprudential device created by IACtHR in 2006 requires domestic judges to apply national laws in conformity with ACHR, as interpreted by IACtHR rulings and advisory opinions. Moreover, it states that in cases of unavoidable conflict with domestic norms, ACHR should be given preference. Or, in other words, that when a norm violates ACHR, judges should not apply it to the concrete case. It seeks to turn national judges into partners of compliance and the first line of defence of the standards (Almonacid-Arellano et al v. Chile, par. 124; Binder, 2012, p. 307-311; Ferrer, 2015, p. 93-99; Dulitzky, 2015a, p. 100, 2015b, p. 50-54; Contesse, 2018, p. 1169-1174; Advisory Opinion OC-24/17, para. 26). The article helps identify some of the conditions under which this doctrine could have a strong domestic impact.
The argument proceeds as follows. Section II sets a theoretical framework to explain judicial behaviour in the age of accountability with reference to leading scholarship in the fields of transitional justice and socio-legal studies. Two processes are highlighted: judicial empowerment (independence and power gains) and legal culture shift from positivism to neo-constitutionalism. Section III provides a contextual and legal analysis of the court’s decisions. For this purpose, it starts with an overview of Fujimori’s government and Fujimorismo before discussing the pardon, the victims’ challenge, and the courts’ rulings. Section IV explains how these processes developed in Peru since the 2000 transition to democracy and how constitutional framework and practices strengthen the authority of IACtHR in Peru. This section further discusses conventionality control doctrine. Section V concludes.

II. EXPLAINING JUDICIAL BEHAVIOUR IN THE AGE OF HUMAN RIGHTS ACCOUNTABILITY

«Accused Fujimori, I rule here! Order!»
—Judge César San Martín
Prensa Libre (2007)

II.1. Anti-Impunity Norm and Challenges to Justice Barriers

«The age of human rights accountability» is a period during which trials have spread around the world to hold perpetrators criminally liable for past human rights abuses following the emergence of an anti-impunity or accountability norm, generating Lutz & Sikkink «justice cascade» (2001). This phenomenon can be explained by global developments in the field of international human rights law, like the adoption of duties to prosecute or extradite for the most serious crimes, new interpretations of the scope of rights, or the development of «victims’ rights» to truth and justice. Similarly, concurrent progress in international criminal law (including new definitions of crimes and criminal responsibility) gave rise to the creation of international criminal courts and notions of universal jurisdiction. The decade of the 1990s is often considered as the starting point of this period, and events in 1998 (like Pinochet’s arrest in London and the creation of the permanent International Criminal Court by the Rome Statute) signal the norm’s firm establishment, warranting its further diffusion. It transformed the perception of criminal liability (justice) as opposing truth and peace, and made it an integral part of transitional justice (Lutz & Sikkink, 2001, p. 2-6, 14-18; Laplante, 2009, p. 918-936, 982; Sikkink, 2012, p. 19-41; Payne et al, 2015, p. 729-730; Payne, 2015, p. 439-444; Burt, 2011a, p. 286-288, 2018, p. 3; Engle, 2016, p. 18-43).
Under this vision, measures like amnesties, pardons, and immunities are considered the antithesis of accountability when adopted to benefit perpetrators of serious human rights violations (Skaar, García-Godos & Collins, 2016a, p. 6). These barriers legally shield them from prosecution and reduce or eliminate their sanctions. Instead of reckoning with past atrocities, they promote «turning the page». They vary in their causes, form, scope, and legal effects (Mallinder, 2012, p. 76-78), but, in general, they contradict the expectation that violations will be investigated, prosecuted, and punished (Payne et al, 2015, p. 730). Those expectations are considered duties; and state failure to fulfil them, a violation of international human rights law (Engle, 2016, p. 15). Overall, they are seen as an affront to victims and weakening legal institutions and the rule of law (Freeman & Pensky, 2012, p. 42).

Despite the age of accountability, research has shown that such barriers are still imposed around the world and wield significant staying power (Payne et al, 2015, p. 745; Olsen et al, 2012, p. 344-347; Mallinder, 2012, p. 90-92; Lessa et al, 2014b, p. 106-109). Moreover, after analysing 63 of these measures in 34 transitional countries, scholars found that very few (16%) complied with human rights standards that prohibit them for gross violations (Lessa et al, 2014b, p. 110).

This phenomenon has generated different explanations in the literature. Some consider that the «cascading» of trials might have maintained or increased the incentives for protecting perpetrators in front of a higher risk of prosecution (Mallinder’s «cascade paradox»). Others see that impunity measures are necessary in every political toolbox for bringing warring parties to the negotiation table or for forcing repressive leaders to step down from power and prevent further violence (Freeman’s «necessary evils»). Finally, still other scholars argue that impunity measures maintain continuous appeal for fragile democracies transitioning from conflict or authoritarian rule as a guarantee for peace and stability, thus providing time to acquire the resources necessary to prosecute abuses («late justice» or «delayed accountability»). Sometimes these measures succeed in blocking justice; sometimes they do not (Payne, 2015, p. 453; Payne et al, 2015, p. 730-738, 742; Méndez, 2012, p. xxvi-xvii; Slye, 2012, p. 310-312; Skaar et al, 2016b, p. 42-44).

Transitional justice scholars have focused on understanding the circumstances in which trials are possible. They have analysed the legal challenges to the obstacles, namely, the attempts to reduce their scope or annul them in courts, ballot boxes, and parliaments. Specifically, the factors governing the success (removal or erosion) or failure (validation) of the challenges to impunity measures. Four key factors have been identified: demand from civil society, veto players, international pressure, and judicial leadership. They are all considered

The relative strength or weakness of each factor and the dynamic combination between them would explain the different outcomes in a theoretical continuum: (i) total removal of barriers allowing full accountability; (ii) creative circumvention of barriers permitting high degrees of accountability; (iii) an accountability impasse, where most trials are effectively blocked and justice is limited to some exceptions; and (iv) full impunity, where there is no room for trials (Olsen et al, 2012, p. 347; Lessa et al, 2014a, p. 83-84, 95; Payne et al, 2015, p. 743-745; Skaar et al, 2016b, p. 33-43).

The region displays this variation. A perduring amnesty has produced no trials in Brazil. Some trials have surfaced in El Salvador. Chile has secured many trials through creative circumvention. And Argentina experienced full accountability, due to barriers to justice being annulled (Lessa et al, 2014a, p. 86-92; Lessa et al, 2014b, p. 117-125; Skaar et al, 2016c, p. 276-285).

The acquisition of relevant characteristics over time accounts for reversals or progression. In that vein, the same state would most likely have occupied different positions on the accountability continuum at different times, progressing toward or regressing from full accountability (Skaar et al, 2016b, p. 36-38). As Olsen et al put it «the pathways to accountability are not easy, linear or inexorable» (2012, p. 356).

This has aptly been described as the «ebb and flow» of the process of accountability for grave human rights violations by Engstrom and Pereira (2012) in their case study of Argentina. An initial opening of the possibility for trials in the country was foreclosed with amnesties and pardons for more than twenty years, after which unrestricted prosecutions resumed. Olsen et al posit that from 1983 to 2006, Argentina demonstrated all possible scenarios (2012, p. 349), which runs contrary to Clark’s interpretation of the justice cascade as a linear, inexorable trajectory (2012, p. 211).

The four key factors that explain the success of challenges to impunity barriers merit explanation.

II.1.1. Civil Society Demand
This refers to the mobilisation for justice by victims and other societal actors like NGOs, press, unions, student organisations, individual activists, lawyers, etc. Civil society demand creates some of the necessary conditions for attaining justice by pressing for trials, claiming rights, and challenging barriers to justice. Victims’ strength is proportionate to their capacity to resonate domestically, which in turn hinges on the resources
for mobilisation, its framing, and the strategies of their campaigns (Payne et al, 2015, p. 746; Lessa et al, 2014a, p. 77-78; Engstrom & Pereira, 2012, p. 120).

Some scholars, like Burt (2018), consider victims as «the single-most important element of the transitional justice process», noticing that the focus of their demands change according to shifting circumstances and opportunities (p. 66-67, 105). Together with NGOs, are credited with pushing the process forward.

The concept of legal opportunity structure offers hypotheses on the likelihood of groups to mobilise the law. When legal stock (arguments and claims that can be made according to the body of law, standards, precedents, etc.) and access to courts (rules of legal standing and affordable costs) are available, there is an incentive for legal mobilisation (Vanhala, 2018, p. 384). But, when domestic opportunities are perceived as blocked, these groups have sought to bring international pressure on their governments (Keck & Sikkink «boomerang pattern»; Engstrom & Low, 2019, p. 25-28).

II.1.2. Veto Players

Actors that oppose and resist transitional justice are expected to be strong in divided societies. These actors are often members of the old regime, their supporters, and/or the security forces. Their strength depends on the capacity to generate impunity policies or to contain further advancement of transitional justice through formal or informal channels, whether holding public office or not (Payne et al, 2015, p. 739, 747-748; Lessa et al, 2014a, p. 78-80).

II.1.3. International Pressure

International pressure weakens barriers from the outside and promotes accountability. Most relevant to international pressure is the capacity of international human rights organisations, NGOs and courts to advocate and legitimise the domestic use of human rights standards, as well as to amplify, support, and sustain the domestic demand (Payne et al, 2015, p. 739, 747; Lessa et al, 2014a, p. 81-83). Binder (2012) has observed that international courts can «facilitate» the work of national authorities where internal resistance is present, by giving moral and legal authority to their decisions (p. 318, 323).

The effect of international pressure will be more direct and stronger where legal obligations embed human rights standards in the domestic legal space (Lessa et al, 2014a, p. 82). Sikkink (2005) considers that this aspect incentivises NGOs and victim groups to action (a «political opportunity structure») (2005, p. 265-266, 269-271). This was the case in Argentina with the legal challenges to impunity measures, where the incorporation of human rights treaties in the 1994 Constitution with
La jerarquía constitucional es considerada como el «única y más importante evento en ampliar el escenario legal para la intervención judicial» (Skaar, 2011, p. 76), que «transformó los tribunales en los escenarios clave para la política de derechos humanos» (Engstrom & Pereira, 2012, p. 109).

Una de las principales diferencias de América Latina en comparación con otras regiones en el éxito de la desafuncionalización de barreras de impunidad es el rol activo, significativo y dominante del sistema interamericano de derechos humanos. Definió el derecho a la transicional justicia en términos de derechos humanos y estableció estándares que podrían ser utilizados de manera doméstica (Mallinder, 2016, p. 658-660; Skaar et al., 2016a, p. 12-14). Binder (2012) explica que la doctrina de la amnistía del TPIA tuvo un impacto no sólo en los países que participaron en los procedimientos, sino en aquellos que no eran parte del proceso, pero que tenían constituciones que otorgaban a la ACHR un alto rango («efecto de desbordamiento») (p. 314-324). Además, la creación de la doctrina de la convencionalidad establecida por el TPIA —definida en el Título— hizo que los jueces nacionales sean los guardianes de los derechos humanos que figuran en la ACHR» (Binder, 2012, p. 309). La realización de estos estándares está supervisada por la OEA, el otro organismo de derechos humanos del sistema, que constantemente emite declaraciones promoviendo los derechos humanos, celebrando, o expresando preocupación en relación con situaciones concretas. Además, la OEA remite casos desde el procedimiento de quejas individuales para que sean juzgados por el TPIA. En el 90% de los desafíos a las barreras de impunidad, y en siete de los ocho países que lograron superarlas o alrededor de ellas, se encuentran en América Latina (Lessa et al, 2014b, p. 112-113, 128).

II.1.4. Jueces de liderazgo

Este factor se refiere a la capacidad de los tribunales nacionales para responder a la demanda de justicia. La extensión a que los jueces avanzan la posibilidad de una persecución a través de sus sentencias mediante el derrocamiento, declarando ineficaz, o anulando impunidad barreras (Lessa et al., 2014a, p. 80-81). Se relaciona con la función de juicio horizontal que los tribunales son esperados para cumplir en democracias al garantizar la transparencia, garantizando la responsabilidad de los tribunales, los agentes y los funcionarios, y al imponer castigos en los casos relevantes cuando violan los derechos, comprometen la democracia, sobrepasan sus poderes o desempeñan sus funciones. Una parte de estos castigos incluye la responsabilidad penal (O’Donnell, 1998a, p. 114, 117-119; 1998b, p. 7-8, 13-14, 20; Glopen et al, 2004, p. 1).

Aunque otros organismos estatales cumplen roles de juicio horizontal, O’Donnell (1998a) considera que «su efectividad final depende de las decisiones de los tribunales» (p. 119). Así, los tribunales tienen el potencial de convertirse en los principales aliados para la observancia de derechos humanos (Hillebrecht, 2012, p. 284). Ha sido notado que «ultimamente la capacidad para superar la impunidad y promover la responsabilidad» es en el
hands of the judiciary» (Payne et al, 2015, p. 747). Where often «judges rather than politicians have taken the lead in the quest to obtain justice for past wrongs» (Skaar, 2011, p. 11-12). Courts, therefore, represent a «necessary factor close to be sufficient» (Lessa et al, 2014b, p. 126).

Scholars have cautioned that explaining judicial behaviour is difficult and different factors could be at play. Two plausible common conditions that lead to strong independent judges willing to challenge impunity are judicial empowerment and shifts of legal culture.

II.2. Judicial Empowerment and Legal Culture Shift
II.2.1. Judicial Empowerment
Judicial empowerment refers to gains in the judiciary’s independence and expansion of its legal powers (Hirschl, 2004; Finkel, 2008, p. 5; Helmke & Ríos-Figueroa, 2011, p. 22). It implies that judges have space and tools to decide cases. In other words, that the influence of politics on courts gets reduced and the ability of courts to affect politics is expanded (Brinks & Blass, 2017, p. 297).


- **Factors that affect independence**: rules of appointment, discipline, and promotion; economic resources; and length of tenure. Attention focuses on the introduction of due process of law guarantees and limits to political branches influence in all procedures that determine the career of judges.

- **Factors that define Courts strength**: rules of standing and access to courts, effects of rulings, and «thick constitutions», this is that cover a large number of topics, contain a bill of rights, embed human rights, grant judicial review, and, in general, mark the capacity to intervene decisively in a broad range of issues.

Socio-legal scholars have found that independent and strong courts contribute to the phenomenon of «judicialization of politics». This occurs when aspects that used to be addressed by the executive branch, legislature, and social forces («political questions») are increasingly framed as constitutional issues, brought to courts, and decided by judges (Sieder et al, 2005, p. 1-6; Hilbink & Woods, 2009, p. 746; Hirschl, 2011, p. 253-256, 261-262).

Providing checks on power and eliminating barriers to holding perpetrators accountable represents another aspect of the judicialization
of politics. Scholars argue that «the absence of independent legal institutions is a sure-fire way to guarantee that impunity systems remain in place» (Burt, 2018, p. 90), and that «courts cannot shape, influence, or constrain political outcomes unless judges are able to assert themselves in politically salient cases» (Hilbink & Woods, 2009, p. 747).

Democracies in Latin America are fertile ground for «juristocracy» (Hirschl, 2004), because no strong constitutional culture permeates the actions of the executive or parliament. Moreover, political institutions do not work well. Dysfunctional parliaments leave the executive to dominate policymaking without check. New courts and constitutionalism have had to step in to fulfil that role (Landau, 2010, p. 338, 346).

II.2.2. Legal Culture Shift

Legal culture encompasses the ideas, theories, values, knowledge, discourses, and routines of the legal sphere (Hilbink & Woods, 2009, p. 746; Pásara, 2014, p. 88). In his compelling study of human rights trials in Latin America, González-Ocantes (2016) posits that, for the establishment of a large-scale process of human rights accountability, it is not enough that an anti-impunity norm has risen in the international level, that there is a favourable political environment, or that judiciaries have been empowered through judicial reforms. Developments must be embedded in the legal culture of justice operators. These developments must be seen as valid, legitimate, professional, preferable courses of action and, importantly, the judiciary’s ability to operationalise them in concrete scenarios must be acquired (p. 6-21, 27-36, 269-276, 288-289).

Effective changes in legal culture are especially important for the justice process because legal culture mediates judicial outcomes (González-Ocantes, 2016, p. 26-33; Torely, 2019, p. 134). Otherwise, judges will be «geared to reproduce routines that [allow] them to dispose cases quickly» (González-Ocantes, 2016, p. 183).

More specific to human rights accountability, a shift in legal culture should dismantle legal positivism and replace it with neo-constitutionalism. The former is defined as a formalistic, conservative culture strongly attached to the principles of legality and sovereignty, literal interpretation, and restrained courts, mostly deferent to political power. The latter refers to a legal culture that privileges strong readings of constitutional principles and human rights, and an active interpretative role of courts in accountability (Sieder et al, 2005, p. 12-13; Finkel, 2008, p. 6-8;
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III.1. Historical and Political Context

III.1.1. Fujimori

Alberto Fujimori’s regime (1990-2000) has been characterised by political scientists as «autocratic democracy» (Maucery, 1997), «delegative democracy» (O’Donnell, 1998a, p. 120), «neo-populism» (Crabtree, 1998, p. 22), «hybrid» (Crabtree, 2001), «competitive authoritarianism» (Levitsky & Way, 2002, p. 52-54), and «electoral authoritarianism» (Carrión, 2006b, p. 299-313). But the victims of its abuses prefer to call it a dictatorship.

Democratically elected in 1990, he allied with the military and performed a «self-coup» in 1992, shutting down parliament and

Lessa (2012) describes the lack of training and expertise in human rights in Uruguay’s judiciary as playing a defining role in upholding impunity for more than 15 years (p. 145). Abrão & Torelly (2012) argue that the Brazilian judicial interpretation of the amnesty law —that understands it as impunity and oblivion—, is the product of a conservative judicial culture that gives continuity to the «authoritarian legality» (p. 165-166, 169, 172-177). Similar cultures have been observed in Spain (Aguilar, 2012, p. 331) and Mexico (González-Ocantos, 2016).

The advantage of bringing judicial empowerment and legal culture into the analysis is that judges and prosecutors are taken seriously. Alternatively, placing too much emphasis on civil society, international pressure, and shifting balances of power between pro-accountability and pro-impunity sectors, renders the judiciary almost invisible and underestimates the potential of law to produce its own dynamics (Skaar, 2011, p. 26; González-Ocantos, 2016, p. 30-32, 272-274).

Additionally, an analytical focus on shifts in legal culture can facilitate plausible explanations of norm internalisation (at least in the judiciary), which theoretical frameworks on the age of accountability tend to lack (Pegram, 2014, p. 611).
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concentrating power (Crabtree, 2001, p. 290-291). The Attorney-General, Supreme Court, and hundreds of judges and prosecutors were sacked and replaced by un-termed justices, leaving the Judicial Branch 80% composed of provisional judges (Ledesma, 1999, p. 35). Fujimori claimed that an «obstructionist» parliament and a corrupt, partisan, and terrorist-allied judiciary justified the self-coup (Moura, 2012). However, his real motivation was to set in motion an authoritarian project. International pressure forced him to call for a constitutional assembly, resulting in the 1993 Constitution, which is still in effect (Abad & Garcés, 1993).

The Constitution introduced neo-liberalism to Peru and included institutional innovations (Abad, 2006). Among them were a human rights ombudsperson and the Judiciary School (Academia de la Magistratura - AMAG). Moreover, revamped provisions for the Judicial Branch, Public Ministry, the Judicial Council (Consejo Nacional de la Magistratura - CNM) and Constitutional Court secured on paper relevant gains in judicial independence and powers (J. De Belaunde, 1998, p. 179, 190; Dargent, 2005, p. 141).

Following the justification for the coup, Fujimori launched a judicial reform. But, as Finkel explains, judicial reform implies a two-step process: initiation and implementation. The reform’s success or failure depends largely on the latter (2008, p. 2). After appeasing international pressure with the new constitution, achieving the power to sell public goods, obtaining the right to re-election, and diminishing parliamentary authority vis-à-vis the executive; Fujimori had no interest in implementing stronger checks (Finkel, 2008, p. 12-14, 32-36, 112-117). His 1995 re-election by a substantial majority set free his «natural skill for disrupting horizontal accountability networks» (O’Donnell, 1998a, p. 120). He initiated judicial reform, but not the reform expected.

Through parliament —recomposed with a Fujimorista majority— and informal channels (bribes and threats), Fujimori neutralised or captured the electoral system, CNM, AMAG, and almost all institutions with accountability powers over the executive. Magistrates at the Judicial Branch and Public Ministry were intentionally kept un-termed to ensure their allegiance to the government’s will or their easy removal. A notorious case against judicial independency was the 1997 impeachment of three Constitutional Court judges that had ruled against a law granting Fujimori the possibility for a third unconstitutional term (J. De Belaunde, 1997, 2008; Gonzales, 2000; Dargent, 2005, p. 141-147). This setting produced a state of «permanent coup» (Conaghan, 2005), which fastened Fujimori’s hold on power and released him from accountability.
Courts were not only neutralised for impunity, they «were openly used both to curb political opposition and as a tool of repression» (García-Godos & Reátegui, 2016, p. 229). For instance, the government seized control of five out of six private TV channels through the judiciary. The support of the remaining channel was secured through monthly bribes (Ivcher Bronstein v. Peru, 2001; J. De Belaunde, 2008, p. 136 fn31).

The country still faced the internal armed conflict (1980-2000)—during which two terrorist organisations (the Maoist Shining Path and the Guevarist Tupac Amaru Revolutionary Movement) confronted the state and society, ultimately leaving 69,280 dead (Comisión de la Verdad y Reconciliación, 2014)—, and Fujimori championed the strong handed governance. In parallel to the official counter-insurgency strategy, his regime created a military death-squad called Colina Group. Between 1991 and 1993, Colina was responsible for kidnapping, torturing, executing, and disappearing around 50 people. In 1995, two broad amnesty laws protected Colina from criminal responsibility for the Barrios Altos and La Cantuta massacres. In these two operations, Colina executed or disappeared 15 people including a child (Barrios Altos), as well as nine students and a university professor (La Cantuta) (Comisión de la Verdad y Reconciliación, 2014, p. 226-240; Laplante, 2009, p. 949-953; Gonzales, 2011; Vílchez, 2016; García-Godos & Reátegui, 2016, p. 233; Burt, 2009, p. 387, 397-398).

In 1999 Fujimori attempted to retract Peru’s recognition of IACtHR’s jurisdiction. Although IACtHR dismissed the withdrawal as inadmissible —on the basis that there is no provision in ACHR allowing for that possibility—, for the rest of the period the government ignored IACtHR (Ivcher Bronstein v. Peru, 1999, paras. 39-55). The government justified the act by criticising an IACtHR’s ruling that questioned Peru’s anti-terrorist legislation and the trial of 4 members of MRTA by faceless military courts. Nevertheless, the real drive behind withdrawing from IACtHR was to prevent it from deciding the case of Baruch Ivcher and the cases of the impeached Constitutional Court judges. Keeping the Constitutional Court neutralised and Ivcher’s TV-channel under control was key for Fujimori’s 2000 re-re-election plans (Soley & Steininger, 2018, p. 244-248).

After winning the third term in dubious elections, the regime collapsed amidst a corruption scandal. Videos surfaced of Montesinos, Fujimori’s right hand, bribing congresspeople, judges, electoral authorities, businesspersons, and other officials (Lugar de la Memoria, la Tolerancia y la Inclusión Social, 2019). Fujimori fled to Japan and resigned in November 2000. His government is considered amongst...
the most corrupt in Peruvian history. Quiroz (2008) estimates that the corruption of the 1990s accounted for 50% of the public expenditures and 4.5% of GDP (p. 450). In 2007 Peru extradited him from Chile, and he returned handcuffed to face a different justice system than the one he had left (Burt 2009, p. 395-396; Vílchez, 2016). To this date, he has received 4 convictions for corruption and human rights crimes (Table 1). His conviction for the Barrios Altos and La Cantura massacres bears the longest sentence: 25 years. The verdict found him guilty of aggravated kidnapping, assault, and homicide within the context of human rights violations, carried out through a power structure under his control. Although, Peru did not regulate international crimes, the Court that tried him qualified his actions as crimes against humanity (Gamarra, 2009). At least, two hundred and seven of his former associates have also been sentenced for different crimes (La República, 2011).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Alberto Fujimori Convictions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cases</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


* Peruvian prison sentences do not accumulate. Currently the only pending term is for the human rights cases (25 years).

* Fujimori has not paid the reparations he owes to the state. With legal interests, his outstanding debt is more than S/. 51 000 000 (around £12 331 902) (La República, 2018). Victims have been repaired by the State.
Ill. 1.2. Fujimorismo after Fujimori

Fujimori’s regime collapsed, but he remained popular (Carrión, 2006a; Root, 2012, p. 95-96). He is widely credited with ending economic chaos and the internal armed conflict (Cornejo, Pérez-León & García-Godos, 2019, p. 332-333).

Imprisoned, his political capital passed to his children, Keiko and Kenji, who founded Fuerza Popular. The party was formed to fight for the freedom of Fujimori, reclaim his legacy, and give continuity to his policies. It embraces a right-wing ideology that combines political authoritarianism—with a strong stance against human rights and transitional justice—, economic neoliberalism, and clientelism (Prensa Libre, 2008; Vitchez, 2016; Zapata, 2016). To these traditional Fujimorismo ingredients, Keiko added moral conservatism by linking the party to the agenda of the most reactionary sectors of the Catholic and Evangelical churches (J. A. De Belaunde, 2019).

The party’s apparent lack of economic constraints—an observation, which has prompted investigations of money laundering and organized crime (Associated Press, 2016; The Guardian, 2018)—has produced membership, structure, capacity for mobilisation, constant presence in the media, and clientelist practices. For all the weaknesses of the Peruvian party system (Cornejo et al, 2019, p. 330-331), Fuerza Popular has become the most organised party, having taken the place that the APRA party previously held. This was reflected in the seats obtained in parliament in the last three general elections: 13 in 2006, 37 in 2011, and 73 in 2016 (Tuesta, 2019).

Between 2006 and 2011, Fujimorismo entered an informal coalition with the ruling party APRA. From a human rights perspective, this period represented a reorganisation of impunity forces and the first hostile environment for accountability after Fujimori’s regime. President Alan García and his vice-president Luis Giampietri were seriously implicated in human rights abuses from García’s first term in office (1985-1990). This set the tone for the administration (Burt 2011a, p. 308, 2014, p. 149, 163; Root, 2012, p. 116).

Some pessimistic predictions for transitional justice in Peru were based on the policies of those years. Nevertheless, most of the measures adopted in this time were eventually defeated (Table 2). Furthermore, González-Ocantos showed in his study that, despite the hostile environment, the judiciary continued to deliver human rights convictions (2016, p. 147-150, 172).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Intended Effect</th>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006 «Anti-NGO Law» Law N° 28925</td>
<td>Extend executive powers over NGOs funding and activities through a disciplinary regime. The main targets were human rights and environmental organisations.</td>
<td>Domestic NGO's challenged the constitutionality of the law at the Constitutional Court.</td>
<td>Annulled in 2007. The Constitutional Court held the law partially unconstitutional and the remaining part was «amended» through interpretation, according to the terms of the NGO's challenge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 Provision of free legal defence to security forces personnel, in activity or retired, accused of human rights violations Executive Decree N° 022-2008-DE-SG</td>
<td>Benefit human rights perpetrators by providing them with private legal counsels. A type of legal aid usually not available for victims or their families (mostly from historically marginalised groups).</td>
<td></td>
<td>Still in effect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009 Rejection of German Funding to Build a Memory Museum</td>
<td>Prevent the Truth and Reconciliation Commission interpretation of the conflict to get disseminated.</td>
<td>Writer Mario Vargas Llosa spearheaded a protest that made president García reverse and accept the project.</td>
<td>Reversed in 2009. The museum was built and is in operation since 2015.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010 «Amnesty in disguise» Legislative Decree N° 1097</td>
<td>Shelve most human rights trials based on the excess of formal terms of procedure. Prevent the application of the Convention of non-applicability of statutes of limitations for crimes against humanity.</td>
<td>Public protests. Domestic and international NGOs and human rights organisations condemned it through statements. Opposition congresspeople challenged the constitutionality of the law at the Constitutional Court.</td>
<td>The government reversed. Repealed by congress in 2010. Furthermore, declared unconstitutional by the Constitutional Court based on IACHHR caselaw standards in 2011.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012 Javier Villa Stein Supreme Court Chamber’s Ruling on Monte-sinos and Colina Group for the Barrios Altos massacre, that acquitted 4 perpetrators by applying the statute of limitations and reduced the terms of the others.</td>
<td>Offer a new framework of interpretation against justice and in favour of impunity. Indirectly benefit Fujimori by providing him a tool to question his conviction. The ruling considered Barrios Altos massacre a common crime, not a crime against humanity, and stated that the victims were terrorists.</td>
<td>Challenged domestically by an amparo claim filed by the Justice Ministry. Challenged internationally by the families of the victims and human rights organisations through a supervision request brief at the IACtHR. IACtHR found that the ruling contradicted its caselaw and, if not corrected, would generate impunity. Following the ruling of IACtHR, the Supreme Court annulled its own decision in 2012 and issued a new judgment in 2013 that complied with inter-American standards.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013 El Frontón Massacre Ruling STC N° 01969-2011-PHC</td>
<td>Declare that the case was not a crime against humanity to presumably benefit García, and Giampietri. This contradicted IACtHR previous decisions on the case.</td>
<td>Challenged with a correction brief (susanación) filed by the Ministry of Justice and domestic human rights NGOs. In 2016, the Constitutional Court, with a new conformation, partially annulled the ruling.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Self-elaboration. (Crabtree, 2006; Sinnumb Ramón v. Congreso de la República, 2007; Decreto Supremo N° 022-2008-DE-SG; BBC, 2009; Burt, 2009, 2014; Congresistas v. DL 1097, 2011; Roots, 2012; Barrios Altos v. Peru, 2012; Rivera, 2013; Bocanegra Chávez v. Poder Judicial, 2013, 2016; Gonzalez-Ocanto, 2016; J. A. De Belaunde, 2017). In 2016, after running with a considerable advantage, Keiko Fujimori lost the election to Pedro Pablo Kuczynski by 0.24% (42,597 votes). However, as parliamentary elections occur in the first round, Fujimorismo obtained control of the parliament with a majority of 73/130. The President’s party finished third with 18 seats (Tuesta, 2019). From day one, Fujimorism embarked on a political war to obstruct, if not overthrow, the government using its parliamentary majority. This expressed in an abusive and, sometimes, unconstitutional use of congressional prerogatives (J. A. De Belaunde, 2017, 2019; A. De Belaunde, 2018; Cornejo et al, 2019, p. 332).

The final showdown occurred in December 2017. Fujimorismo filed a motion impeaching Kuczynski for «permanent moral incapacity» for allegedly receiving money from the corrupt Brazilian construction company Odebrecht (El Comercio, 2017e). At the eleventh hour, the motion failed to be supported with the required supermajority and Kuczynski saved his head momentarily. It obtained 79 votes of the 87 required. Ten Fuerza Popular congresspeople under the command of Kenji Fujimori abstained from voting (El Comercio, 2017d). The mystery of such vote in defiance of the party line would be solved two days later.
III.1.3. The Pardon and Immunity

The humanitarian pardon and immunity came in the form of a two-page presidential decision published on the night of 24 December (Resolución Suprema Nº 281-2017-JUS, 2017). The decision was justified by the «grave non-terminal, advanced, progressive, incurable disease» from which Fujimori suffered, as well as the alleged serious risk that the prison posed to him. It refers to four secret reports as the basis for the decision, including one by a medical board headed by Fujimori’s personal doctor since 1997 (Ojo Público, 2017). After restating the constitutional and legal norms that recognise the power of the president to grant pardons and immunities, the decision declares that 79 year-old Fujimori was no longer a menace to society, that the decision does not imply an acceptance or validation of his acts, and that the Constitution recognises his rights to dignity, life, and health.

The next day, prompted by protests, Kuczynski provided further justification for his act through a read televised statement. With the unusual setting of a religious image in the background, repeating and stressing that his decision was within the powers granted by the Constitution, Kuczynski said that «justice was not vengeance» and that «democrats should prevent Fujimori from dying imprisoned». He said that, although Fujimori committed «mistakes and serious excesses», Peruvians should not forget that he took office under a dire crisis and contributed to national progress. Addressing protestors, Kuczynski acknowledged that he had promised in his campaign not to pardon Fujimori, but that parliament subsequently rejected his proposed alternative of a house arrest bill. Moreover, he framed the measure in terms of reconciliation: «open wounds can only heal if we commit ourselves to a serious effort for reconciliation, we must reach the bicentenary [2021] united in peace and prosperity». Of «young voters» he pleaded «not to be carried away by negative emotions and hate from the past […]». He continued, «Let us turn the page, don’t paralyse our country, and work together for the future and for the defeat of poverty». He finished by wishing all a merry Christmas and hoping that families were reunited in the festivities (Harada, 2017).

The government started a campaign to quiet questioning voices. Following a curious Peruvian tradition, it named 2018 «the year of national dialogue and reconciliation», a label to be included in all official documents (La República, 2018j). Also, it used the visit of the Pope in January to emphasize pardon, unity, and reconciliation (El Comercio, 2018d). And even reshuffled the cabinet, naming it «reconciliation cabinet», hoping that members of Fuerza Popular would agree to integrate it and work on a common agenda (El Comercio, 2017b). Nevertheless, after saluting the freedom of Fujimori, Fujimorismo refused
to enter into an agreement with the Government (Fuerza Popular, 2018; El Comercio, 2018).

When addressing the nation, Kuczynski submitted to the «courts» of history. It did not take that long for his actions to be checked.

III.2. The Victims’ Challenges and the Courts’ Decisions

The government neglected the victims when taking the decision of the pardon and the immunity. Previously, it had ignored their requests for a meeting when rumours started to spread months before the decision (El Comercio, 2017c, 2018c). Only after the decision, and when facing mobilised opposition, the government recalled them. First, it offered them new reparations (El Comercio, 2017a, 2018b, 2018c). Then, when refused, labelled them as leftist extremists (La República, 2018a), mimicking an old «politics of fear» used in the 1990s to demobilise civil society (Burt, 2007, p. 189-211). Fujimori himself produced a video asking «for forgiveness from the bottom of [his] heart» from those «let down by the results of [his] government» (Fujimori, 2016). These efforts were in vain. Within days, the victims set in motion the legal challenges that lead to the pardon and immunity’s overturning.

The victims of Barrios Altos and La Cantuta were experienced in fighting against impunity in domestic and international legal forums. Backed by lawyers of IDL and APRODEH, two of the most prominent Peruvian NGOs and members of Coordinadora Nacional de Derechos Humanos (Youngers, 2006; Engstrom & Low, 2019, p. 36-41), the victims were able to formulate sophisticated legal strategies and strong challenges first to the immunity, and then to the pardon. Peru has the highest number of cases decided at IACtHR and petitions filed at IACHR (Burt, 2018, p. 90; Bernardi, 2019, p. 224), which speaks of the capacity to engage the regional system in the human rights defence (Burt, 2009, p. 386).

III.2.1. The Pativilca Massacre’s Court and the First Blow: The Overturn of the Immunity

The Pativilca massacre was a Colina operation. In January 1992, six persons were executed in the north of Lima. Fujimori is accused on a similar ground than Barrios Altos and La Cantuta. Shortly after Kuczynski’s decision, Fujimori’s lawyer demanded the Court in charge of the case (Sala Penal Nacional) to abide the powers of the president and exclude Fujimori from trial due to his new immunity. The victims replied with a request for a conventionality control (Resolución N° 09, 2018, p. 18-20).

After 37 days of its granting, and with Kuczynski still in power, the Pativilca Massacre’s Court circumvented the immunity and ordered Fujimori to stand trial (Resolución N° 09, 2018). In a thorough 103-page decision
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largely grounded on human rights and constitutional principles, the Court ruled that the justification given to the immunity was insufficient and that it was incompatible with the duty to investigate, prosecute, and punish those responsible for grave human rights crimes. The Court used 21 different Constitutional Court rulings to argue the decision. Furthermore, it explicitly carried out a conventionality control and used 18 different IACtHR decisions to apply human rights standards and dismiss the immunity (Table 3).

The decision was upheld on appeal by the Supreme Court. It ratified the argumentation of the Pativilca Massacre’s Court to circumvent the immunity, stressing that “it is a judicial duty to evaluate the constitutionality and conventionality of discreitional acts, so to defend the Constitution and protect rights” (Resolución N° 46, 2019, para. 3.5). Currently, Fujimori continues to be tried for the Pativilca massacre.

III.2.2. IACtHR Prepares the Ground for the Domestic Overturn of the Pardon

Just a day after the pardon, the victims informed IACtHR and requested a supervision hearing for Barrios Altos and La Cantuta. IACtHR had previously charged Peru with the obligation to investigate, prosecute, and punish those responsible for the massacres and left open the monitoring procedure of compliance (Barrios Altos v. Peru, 2001; La Cantuta v. Peru, 2006). The victims presented the pardon as an infringement of Peru’s obligation to punish perpetrators.

In June 2018, IACtHR delivered its awaited supervision decision (Barrios Altos y La Cantuta vs. Perú, 2018). To the victims’ disappointment, it did not annul the pardon directly. Nevertheless, it provided them with a strong tool to petition the Peruvian courts. IACtHR restated its case law prohibiting impunity for grave human rights violations and reiterated its interpretation of punishment and its enforcement as pertaining to victims’ right of access to justice (para. 30). In this regard, it considered that decisions of this type should take into account not only the health of the prisoner or the conditions of their incarceration, but also the victims’ rights, the gravity of the crimes, and the conduct of the perpetrator regarding reparations, remorse, and collaboration with truth. All these factors should be considered in a proportionality test that pays special attention to less intrusive means than releasing the perpetrator (paras. 45-57, 68). Considering some Peruvian precedents, IACtHR deemed that such evaluation should be done first by domestic courts. And announced it would oversee the outcome (paras. 59-64). It further reminded Peruvian courts of their duty to carry out the conventionality control and provided a list of “serious questionings” on the validity of the pardon (paras. 65, 69). It set a date in October 2018 for victims and the government to inform on the progress on the issue.
The decision to take the pardon directly to IACtHR demonstrates the sophistication of the legal defence available to the victims. For lawyers commenting in media, Fujimori’s defence, and even state representatives, the pardon was a novel act, differing from the actions that generated the previous cases at IACtHR. As such, the victims were under the obligation to (i) exhaust domestic remedies before filing a petition to IACHR and, (ii) wait for IACHR to refer it to IACtHR. All this would have taken several years, increasing the risk of a second runaway. Victims were aware of the risk and, relying on previous knowledge of «new» complaints successfully filed directly to IACtHR, they proceeded (La República, 2017g).

III.2.3. Barrios Altos and La Cantuta Massacres’ Enforcement Judge Overturns the Pardon

IACtHR ruling put the legal creativity of the victims’ lawyers into work again. Although «manifestly supported a declaration of incompatibility of Fujimori’s pardon» (Cornejo et al, 2019, p. 340), it left the decision to domestic courts. The clear legal option for the victims was an amparo claim, but such claims take 3-5 years to reach a final decision. Instead, they went directly to the Supreme Court that convicted Fujimori and requested a conventionality control to quash the pardon (La República, 2018c, 2018d).

In October 2018, the Supreme Court Enforcement Judge (Juzgado Supremo de Investigación Preparatoria de la Corte Suprema) considered the pardon a form of impunity and ruled it was devoid of effects regarding the implementation of Fujimori’s sentence for Barrios Altos, La Cantuta, Gorriti and Dyer (human rights cases), issuing an arrest warrant (Resolución N° 10, 2018). The decision found the pardon unduly affected the right of the victims to access justice through the enforcement of the punishment of perpetrators of crimes against humanity. It is based heavily on IACtHR standards, and the judge appeared comfortable with his role «as an Inter-American judge» (para. 90). He carefully summarised IACtHR supervision decision (paras. 36-58) and went to great lengths to defend his authority in carrying out the conventionality control (paras. 86-113) in response to Fujimori’s formal questioning of his competence (paras. 12, 198). His 222-page decision is soundly argued with reference to 18 different rulings of the Constitutional Court and an impressive 63 different IACtHR decisions (Table 3). Mindful that he was running against popular and political support, he stated that «the will of the people cannot transform the unconventional into conventional; that is, democracy must be subject to human rights and not vice versa» (para. 88).

The decision was upheld on appeal by a Supreme Court Panel (Nulidad N° 793-2018, 2019). Fujimori based his appeal on formal grounds,
repeating the argument of the lack of competence and legal basis for the judge to carry out conventionality control (p. 7-14). The Court, however, considered the control to be included within the judicial review powers of all the judges of the republic (p. 32-36).

<p>| Table 3. The Peruvian Courts Decisions on the Immunity and the Pardon |
|--------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
| Pativilca Massacre’s Court (Sala Penal Nacional) | Barrios Altos and La Cantuta Massacres’ Enforcement Judge (Juzgado Supremo de Investigación Preparatoria de la Corte Suprema) |
| <strong>Decision</strong> | <strong>Decision</strong> |
| The immunity lacks legal effects in this trial. Therefore, Fujimori will not be excluded from the case and will continue to be prosecuted. | The pardon lacks legal effects regarding the fulfillment of the sentence for the Barrios Altos, La Cantuta and SIE basements cases. Therefore, Fujimori shall serve the rest of the term. An arrest warrant was issued. |
| <strong>Ratio decidendi</strong> | <strong>Ratio decidendi</strong> |
| The immunity lacks proper justification and is unconstitutional and unconventional. Concretely, it is incompatible with the duty to investigate, prosecute and punish those responsible for grave human rights crimes. Additionally, it is against the domestic limits established for immunities (the trial has not extended for more than 24 months and Fujimori was not under restraining orders arising from this trial). | The pardon granted constitutes a form of impunity, therefore is unconstitutional and unconventional. Concretely, it unduly affects the right of the victims to access justice (in the form of the enforcement of the punishment imposed to perpetrators of crimes against humanity). Additionally, the procedure breached due process of law (partiality of medical council named: inclusion of Fujimori’s general practitioner since 1997; extreme celerity: all mandatory steps were fulfilled in 13 days; lack of adequate and qualified motivation: contradictory medical reports, lack of justification of the measure and its relationship with the health diagnosis and the excellent prison conditions and continuous medical attention available; lack of consideration of the gravity of the crimes perpetrated, null payment of reparation, null collaboration with justice, null repentance) and failure to perform a proportionality test that takes in consideration the victim’s rights and possible less intrusive alternative measures to protect Fujimori’s health. |
| <strong>Constitutional and Human rights considered</strong> | <strong>Constitutional and Human rights considered</strong> |
| Truth, equality before law, effective remedy, due process (adequate and qualified justification needed in human rights cases). | Effective remedy, equality before law, access to justice (enforcement of decisions), due process of law (procedure regulation, adequate and qualified justification needed in crimes against humanity cases), health. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constitutional principles applied</th>
<th>Separation of powers, check and balances, prohibition of arbitrariness, constitutional supremacy, constitutionality control, duty to guarantee human rights, constitutional status and direct effectiveness of international human rights obligations, proportionality.</th>
<th>Rule of law, constitutionality control, constitutional supremacy, check and balances, constitutional status and direct effectiveness of international human rights obligations, separation of powers, prohibition of arbitrariness, duty to guarantee human rights, impartiality, proportionality.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
IACtHR

Caselaw and Advisory Opinions cited?

Yes, 18 different rulings regarding human rights considered by the decision, the duty to investigate, prosecute and punish serious violations of human rights, and the unconventionality of impunity barriers:


Yes, 63 different rulings regarding human rights considered by the decision, the duty to carry out the conventionality control, the duty to investigate, prosecute and punish serious violations of human rights and crimes against humanity, and the unconventionality of impunity barriers:

HOLDING THE LINE ON HUMAN RIGHTS ACCOUNTABILITY: EXPLAINING THE UNLIKELY JUDICIAL OVERTURN OF THE PARDON AND IMMUNITY GRANTED TO HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATOR ALBERTO FUJIMORI

EN DEFENSA DE LA JUSTICIA: EXPLICANDO LA IMPROBABLE INAPLICACIÓN JUDICIAL DEL INDULTO Y DERECHO DE GRACIA DEL CONDENADO POR GRAVES VIOLACIONES A LOS DERECHOS HUMANOS ALBERTO FUJIMORI

Other international law references included (treaties, soft-law, decisions or reports)

Yes: 13.

Yes, 10
IV. WHAT EXPLAINS THE OUTCOME? JUDICIAL EMPOWERMENT AND LEGAL CULTURE SHIFT IN PERU REGARDING HUMAN RIGHTS ACCOUNTABILITY

A new era is born. A period of Peruvian history closes, and another opens today. A sentiment of hope is alive in the spirits of the nation and illusion moves all Peruvians […] these feelings are born from a deep conviction: the need to raise, affirm, and consolidate the Constitution as the law that governs our daily life

VALENTÍN PANIAGUA (2000)

Judicial empowerment and legal culture shift regarding human rights accountability in Peru are ongoing, incomplete, uneven processes that began during the transitional government of the highly regarded Constitutional Law professor Valentín Paniagua following the collapse of the Fujimori regime in the year 2000.

Transitions following regime collapse instead of negotiated successions provide more leeway to adopt policies in sharp rupture from previous regimes (Burt, 2018, p. 76). Fujimorismo and its cronies (including notorious judges) were literally on the run, and the military was deeply discredited (Burt, 2018, p. 7, 101-102; Root, 2012, p. 66-68). Likewise, the judicial system had «an institutional desire to promote a new image of a reformed judiciary» (Burt 2014, p. 154).

The Paniagua administration (2000-2001) was committed to the rule of law and democracy. It worked towards laying legal foundations that would prevent autocracy from reoccurring. During the transition and, to a certain degree, the subsequent government of Alejandro Toledo (2001-2006), NGOs were granted unparalleled access to policymaking, and they staffed different key governmental posts, like in the Ministries of Justice, Interior, Foreign Relations, and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (Laplante 2009, p. 944, 976; Burt, 2009, p. 392-394, 2018, p. 6-12, 84; Root, 2012, p. 159-161; González-Ocantos, p. 145-146).

Compliance with the judgements of IACtHR was raised from the beginning as a goal (Decreto Supremo N° 014-2000-JUS, 2000). The government sought to legitimize itself and restore Peru’s credibility as a democracy by distinguishing itself from Fujimori. Among the first measures was the full restoration of the State under the jurisdiction of IACtHR. Likewise, the State, under the Ministry of Justice of Diego García-Sayán —future president of IACtHR— recognized its international responsibility and entered into friendly settlements with the organs of the Inter-American Human Rights System for more than 150 cases (Ministerio de Justicia, 2000; Laplante, 2009, p. 957-958; Burt, 2009, p. 388-389, 2014, p. 151).
Re-stating compliance with IACtHR proved to be a far-reaching decision. The degree to which the Barrios Altos ruling (2001) framed and influenced the Peruvian transitional justice process is thoroughly represented in the literature (García-Sayán, 2011, p. 1842-1844). However, it is worth highlighting a different aspect that played a key role in judicial empowerment and culture shift. Following Inter-American recommendations and decisions, Peru reinstated the judges and prosecutors sacked under Fujimori. Among them were the three Constitutional Court magistrates (Aguirre, Revoredo, and Rey) that opposed Fujimori’s re-re-election (Burt, 2009, p. 388; Root, 2012, p. 62-63).

O’Donnell (1998a) highlights the importance of influential individuals that act according to rule of law injunctions. By doing so, these public figures set an example and encourage other individuals and agencies to follow (p. 122-123). The sacked judges experienced first-handed the pernicious effect of authoritarianism, the dearth of judicial independence, and the lack of a rights-respecting culture in the judiciary. Many of them litigated in vain for several years at the national level asking for their reinstatement. Their acquired sensitivity to international human rights law and constitutional limits was crucial for the affirmation of neo-constitutionalism in Peru. In particular, the Constitutional Court assumed leadership in deepening and developing the Constitution through its broad binding interpretation powers (Bernardi, 2019, p. 230-233).

IV.1. Independence Gains and Powers Expansion

In practical terms, institutional innovations of the 1993 Constitution entered into effect with the transitional government. All the Fujimori-era mechanisms and acts of parliament that had subordinated the judiciary were repealed (Dargent, 2005, p. 147; J. De Belaunde, 2008, p. 140-141). Alongside this key improvement to judicial independence, other relevant aspects of the Peruvian «constitutional architecture» (Torely, 2019, p. 116) include:

- Regulation of CNM as an independent institution in charge of almost all aspects of the career of judges and prosecutors (appointment, promotion, ratification every seven years, and dismissal). CNM members were no longer elected by parliament or the executive, but by the Judicial Branch, Public Ministry, civil society professional associations, and universities (J. De Belaunde, 2019b). For the first time in history, CNM provided the state with judges and prosecutors that did not owe their appointment to party alliance or political favours but to their own experience, education, capacity, and ethical behaviour examined.
in a competitive, open application process. Through continuous appointment procedures, CNM managed to dramatically reduce the number of untenured justices to 14% in the Judicial Branch and 21% in the Public Ministry by 2004 (J. De Belaunde, 2006, p. 72). The institutional balance was reasonably positive, until it increasingly deteriorated beginning in 2013 (Silva, 2016, p. 38). In 2018, CNM entered reorganisation after a corruption scandal (IDL-Reporteros 2017, 2018a; Peru Support Group, 2018). Nevertheless, CNM was an improvement from the past and managed to provide several competent and independent judges for many years to the system (J. De Belaunde, 2008, p. 152).

- **Constitutional Court appointed by a parliamentary supermajority**, which made the proposal of partisan candidates more difficult. From 2000 to 2007, the Constitutional Court was regularly among the institutions with higher public acceptance. In this period, the three reinstated magistrates (and later others like Alva, García, and Landa) issued landmark decisions that shaped the powers and the principles of the judiciary to check politics (Abad, 2006, p. 33-38; J. De Belaunde, 2008, p. 142-148; Dargent, 2009). As shown in Table 3, the two courts that overturned Fujimori's pardon and immunity relied heavily upon constitutional principles as interpreted by the Constitutional Court. Of the total case law cited by those decisions, 59.8% corresponds to the period of the reinstated justices.

- **Limitation of military courts**. During the conflict, these courts guaranteed impunity to human rights perpetrators within the armed forces. Through subsequent decisions in line with IACtHR, the Constitutional Court eroded their jurisdiction in human rights and terrorism-related cases. It simultaneously re-established the power of the Supreme Court to assert the jurisdiction of the Judicial Branch (Abad, 2006, p. 37; Root, 2012, p. 102-104).

The expansion of judicial powers in Peru was the product of:

- **A comprehensive system of judicial review**. All judges have the authority to disregard norms they interpret as incompatible with the Constitution for cases in their purview («concrete», «diffuse» or «decentralised» judicial review). Additionally, the Constitutional Court can annul acts of parliament with general effects («abstract» or «concentrated» judicial review).

- **A «thick» bill of rights**. The Constitution provides a long list of fundamental rights and an open clause that incorporates other rights not enumerated «based on the dignity of persons, the democratic rule of law and the republican form of government».
This has enabled, for instance, the integration of the right to truth (Villegas Namuche v. Poder Judicial, 2004).

- Different types of claims available to enforce the Constitution in Courts, with different rules of standing, effects of decisions, and a general waiver of legal fees. The process of Constitutionalization was strengthened by the Constitutional Procedural Code (CPConst.), a norm of clearly neo-constitutionalist inspiration drafted by a prestigious commission of law professors in 2004 (Abad et al, 2008, p. 15-18). The main type of constitutional claims driving rights-based litigation and the judicialization of politics include:
  - Unconstitutionality, which reviews legislation and produces a judgement with general effects. Rules of standing include congressional minorities and rights-defending institutions like the Ombudsperson or Lawyers Bar Associations.
  - Amparo, which challenges all type of actions that violate rights (including judicial decisions, administrative decisions regarding the career of judges and Parliamentary decisions from procedures like impeachments, investigative committees, or discipline commissions). A finding in favour annuls the act or decision and issues orders for the restitution of the situation before the violation.
  - Habeas corpus, which seeks to protect individual freedom and related rights, works in a similar way to amparo, but is less formal and offers third-party standing. It has had an impact, for example, in the control of presidential immunity and pardons, in the search for disappeared persons from the internal conflict, or in criminal proceedings related to the conflict.
  - Competence conflict, which challenges acts of public institutions that affect, by action or inaction, other public institutions (e.g. Judicial Branch against Executive on judicial budget).

- The Constitutional Court’s capacity to set binding precedents. All judges are obliged to follow its reiterated standards when interpreting constitutional rights or principles. Furthermore, it has the unusual power for a civil law country to set binding precedents.

- The incorporation of human rights treaties with Constitutional status and direct effect. As put by Binder (2012), a «radically monist understanding concerning the relationship between national and international law» (p. 316).
The obligation to interpret constitutional rights according to IACtHR case law. This was crucial for embedding IACtHR standards in the Peruvian legal space. The origin is a rather laconic provision in the final section of the Constitution, which says that rights should be construed according to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and international treaties ratified by Peru (Fourth Final and Transitory Provision). The reinstated Constitutional Court re-interpreted this provision to mean that rights should also be construed in line with the standards set by the institutions with the authority to interpret the treaties ratified by Peru, especially, IACtHR (Crespo Bragayrac v. Ministerio de Defensa, 2002). Later, the drafters of CPConst. incorporated and firmly established this jurisprudential doctrine (article V) (Abad et al, 2008, p. 40-42). González-Ocantos analysed condemnatory human rights rulings in Peru between 2006 and 2014, finding an average of 15 references to international law. That ranked Peru second in his comparative database of 12 Latin American high courts, with Argentina —the country credited with a full accountability scenario— coming fourth (2016, p. 155, 276). It is worth noticing that the decisions that circumvented Fujimori’s immunity and pardon largely exceed the average, with 31 and 73 international law references (18 and 63 to IACtHR caselaw), respectively (Table 3).

The self-executing character of IACtHR rulings. CPConst. affirmed IACtHR rulings’ validity, effectiveness, and enforceability. This had already been a jurisprudential criterion since the transition (García-Sayán, 2011, p. 1843).

IV.1.1. Conventionality Control Doctrine in Peru

«Breaking free of IACHR is really important» —Keiko Fujimori
IDL-REPORTEROS (2018b)

The conventionality control doctrine —defined in the Introduction— resonates well with the Peruvian constitutional framework described in the previous section. Specially with its monist system, the constitutional status granted to human rights treaties, diffuse judicial review, and the obligation to interpret rights taking into consideration international human rights caselaw.

Nevertheless, some scholars have questioned this doctrine. Dulitzky (2015a; 2015b) and Contesse (2018; 2017) base their critiques on three grounds: (i) its weak or inexistent foundation on international law and Inter-American documents; (ii) its intrusive claim to define the powers of domestic judges; and (iii) its inability to generate a «dialogue» with

Whilst raising interesting issues, these critiques are largely normative. There is an empirical gap in the expectations they would produce. Notwithstanding the need for further studies, the case study of Fujimori’s immunity and pardon, rather, provides an example of the success of the conventionality control doctrine. The courts did not ignore or question it but seemed very comfortable in applying and defending it. Moreover, they largely argued their decisions with reference to IACtHR case law, citing 18 and 63 different cases (Table 3).

In 2014, Peruvian judges received a guideline from the president of the Supreme Court. It invoked them to prioritise cases under their jurisdiction that related with the Inter-American system. Moreover, it acknowledged the conventionality control doctrine, briefly summarised it, and reminded them that they were «obliged» to perform it. The decree believed it «will critically help to improve the domestic and international image of the judiciary and will strengthen the action of the state in relation to civil society and the international community» (Resolución Administrativa N° 254-2014-P-PJ, 2014). This seems to back Landau’s annotation that judges «are embedded in transnational networks of judges and scholars who take constitutional law seriously» (2010, p. 317). Subsequently, the conventionality control was expressly recognized as part of the diffuse control in a judicial plenary session of the Supreme Court of 2015 (Abad, 2019, p. 181-182).

During the case of the pardon, both the presidents of the Judicial Branch and the Constitutional Court constantly reminded the public that, in a constitutional state, there are no unaccountable acts and that all judges decisions, including IACtHR «judges», should be abided and enforced (La República, 2018b, 2018i, 2018h, 2018f, 2018e; El Comercio, 2018e). From this discourse, the Peruvian judiciary appears to consider IACtHR as their colleagues and peers, entitled to the same respect they demand for themselves.

When evaluating the reach of the conventionality control doctrine then, it could be relevant to distinguish executive from judicial behaviour. It would be a mistake to focus compliance only in the actions (and
reactions) of the executive (Huneeus, 2011, p. 511-514). The Fujimori’s immunity and pardon case study suggests that a dynamic of its own has been building between IACtHR and certain domestic Peruvian courts, where compliance is no longer solely in hands of politicians.

IV.2. Legal Culture Shift
González-Ocantos (2016) observes that it was necessary for NGOs to engage in pedagogical and replacement strategies to achieve legal culture change. As part of their pedagogical strategy, NGOs addressed committed and indifferent judges in authoritative training efforts. Using universities and highly respected figures of the legal sphere, judges were socialised in the new culture through workshops and a series of documents (the bureaucratic nature of judicial decision-making requires templates). As part of their replacement strategies, recalcitrant judges (either for ideology or previous connections with perpetrators) became the targets of naming and shaming campaigns. NGOs also participated in these judges’ evaluations for ratification and promotion to achieve their resignation or removal. The political environment enhanced or weakened these efforts (p. 8-9, 20, 34-35, 56-61, 67-70).

NGOs made important contributions to legal culture shift in Peru by providing prosecutors and judges with human rights materials and training during the window of opportunity that the transition offered (Burt, 2018, p. 92; González-Ocantos, 2016, p. 179-184). This filled a gap in legal education. Until the 2000s, international human rights law was not a generally available module in law schools and was not part of judges’ formation (González-Ocantos, p. 179-180).

The legal education of judges can be a point of political contention. NGOs served as the «first-movers» before the impunity coalition reached power again during the period of 2006-2011 (González-Ocantos, 2016, p. 187-195). Their attempts to reverse the process, mimicking NGOs pedagogical strategies were largely unsuccessful. The new norm had taken root, and the new coalition could not sustain the effort nor present prestigious speakers (González-Ocantos, 2016, p. 189). Burt (2014) notes that they were, moreover, foolish enough to include military officials among the speakers and barracks as venues for conferences (p. 166-167).

The wave of IACtHR rulings on abuses during the period of 1990 to 2000 (stemming from the decision to reinstate IACtHR jurisdiction and recognise state responsibility) and the salient role played by the Constitutional Court with its increasing reference to IACtHR standards sparked the demand for legal education in constitutional law and international human rights law. CPConst. further obliged all
educational institutions to include these subjects in their curricula (Six Final Provision).

Among the 1993 constitutional innovations, the creation of AMAG as an autonomous permanent academic institution within the Judicial Branch stands out. AMAG was conceived of as a mechanism to improve judges’, prosecutors’, and clerks’ legal knowledge by providing permanent and decentralised training in theoretical and practical skills necessary to their special functions (San Martín, 1994, p. 74). AMAG offers different academic programmes. Some programmes are geared toward lawyers with ambitions to become judges or prosecutors; others focus on magistrates facing their ratification evaluation; and still others assist those seeking promotion. Participation in these programs was not compulsory, but it ended up having an important general weight in the evaluations made by the CNM in its competitions (J. De Belaunde, 2019a).

My analysis of AMAG’s curricula for the period of 2007-2019 supports González-Ocantos (2016) findings on an ongoing process of legal culture shift towards neo-constitutionalism in the Peruvian judiciary. While initiated by NGOs, this culture shift is now part of the ordinary legal formation that AMAG provides. Part of the courses are specifically designed «so that judges, prosecutors and clerks are able to comply effectively with human rights obligations assumed by our country», which entails «upholding rights and checking the compatibility of domestic legislation and decisions with international human rights law» (Academia de la Magistratura, 2008, p. 54). Since 2015 the core programmes have included a module on IACtHR caselaw and conventionality control doctrine. Between 2017 and 2019 alone, at least 24 additional events on this topic took place. Furthermore, since 2007, AMAG has offered workshops, conferences, seminars, and modules on constitutional law, diffuse judicial review, precedents, human rights, constitutional interpretation, constitutional reasoning and arguing (Academia de la Magistratura, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2014, 2017, 2019).

In total, 12 judges —including nine from the Supreme Court— from 4 different courts were in favour of overturning the pardon or the immunity granted to Fujimori. Most of them had been enrolled in AMAG’s programmes to pass CNM’s evaluations and, therefore, were socialised in human rights standards and constitutional principles. For this research, I accessed the detailed public records at CNM’s archive of the judges who had the role of drafting the two key initial decisions.

Judge Miluska Cano, drafter of the Pativilca Massacre Court’s judgment that overturned the immunity, was appointed in 2002 and passed a promotion and a ratification evaluation, each time enrolling in
AMAG’s programmes. Her record further shows attendance to more than 10 courses, workshops, and conferences regarding the application of human rights standards and constitutional principles and, specifically, on IACtHR caselaw and the Argentine experience in prosecuting crimes against humanity. Interestingly, her master’s dissertation is titled «Application of International Standards in the Prosecution of Human Rights Violations of the Peruvian Armed Conflict (1980-2002)» (2017).

Judge Hugo Núñez, who issued the decision that overturned Fujimori’s pardon acting as a Supreme Court Enforcement Judge for Barrios Altos, La Cantuta, Gorriti and Dyer case, was appointed in 1996. He passed a promotion and two ratification evaluations, each time enrolling in AMAG’s programmes. His record also shows attendance to courses, workshops, and conferences regarding the application of human rights standards and constitutional principles and, specifically, on IACtHR caselaw. Additionally, it seems relevant to the deference his decision showed to the Inter-American system that, after being arbitrarily dismissed from the judiciary in 2003, he was reinstated in 2007 following a friendly settlement between IACHR and the state (IACHR, 2006).

V. CONCLUSION

Politically can change overnight, whereas judicial culture and legal precedents may take years—even generations—to shift

ELIN SKAAR (2011, P. 93).

In 1995 prosecutor Ana Magallanes brought charges against Colina members and high-ranking officials of the intelligence service for the Barrios Altos massacre. The case was accepted by judge Antonia Saquicuray who started investigations into Montesinos himself. Nevertheless, within days, Fujimorismo passed a sweeping amnesty law benefiting all members of the security forces and civilians under investigation, prosecution, or conviction for human rights violations. Saquicuray did not submit. In a pioneer and brave move, she used her diffuse judicial review power to declare that the amnesty lacked effects, because it was not compatible with the Constitution and ACHR. This occurred six years before IACtHR set the anti-impunity norm and ten years before it adopted the conventionality control doctrine. How was this possible? It was not. The authoritarian regime imposed impunity. Fujimorismo passed a second bill «clarifying» that the amnesty was not material for judicial review. A Court of Appeals and a Supreme Court divided between puppet-judges and those coming from a positivist legal culture quashed her decision. Retaliation followed with formal investigations and threats (Landa, 1996; Abad, 2002; Laplante, 2009, p. 953-955).
Twenty-three years later, the history of the same country with the same legal texts has been starkly different. When politicians in power on Christmas 2017 threatened a return to past norms of impunity by granting a pardon and immunity to human rights violator Alberto Fujimori, Peruvian courts were able and willing to hold the line of accountability despite a hostile environment. Formalistic arguments (deference to presidential powers, exhaustion of remedies and lack of competence for conventionality control) were out of sync and were denied.

This article has tried to explain this result by defining and analyzing two processes: judicial empowerment and change of legal culture, both initiated during the democratic transition. Ultimately, it was possible for the Peruvian courts to overturn the pardon and immunity due to constitutional gains in judiciary’s independence and expansion of legal powers vis-à-vis the political branches. The Inter-American Conventionality Control Doctrine was instrumental as it resonates well with the Peruvian constitutional framework (monist system, human rights treaties with constitutional status, all judges with judicial review power, and the obligation to interpret rights taking into consideration international human rights case law). Likewise, the shift towards neo-constitutionalism in legal education, with its strong readings of constitutional principles and human rights, made holding the line of human rights accountability look a valid, legitimate, and preferable course of action.

Contrary to some pessimist accounts of the Peruvian experience, it seems that transitional justice advocates managed to sow significant aspects of the process that have even survived hostile times. At least that seems to be the case regarding some of those charged with bringing justice.
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